Dear SMF Vendor

Please see the following link to the SIX MDDX Interface Specification to replace the SMF in the near future. This linked document version (0.9.0/23.1.2017), which is available in the closed user group section, should be considered as a stable draft, whose content may change slightly due to still on-going detailed analysis work on MiFID / MiFIR compliancy and SMF requirements, as well as expected feedback from market data recipients. Based on that, the final version is scheduled for publication on 10 April, 2017. Please note that the referenced member section documents (e.g. connectivity guide) in the current Interface Specification are not yet updated.

SIX MDDX provides real-time market data from the SWXess Trading Platform, SIX Swiss Exchange index data, Swiss Fund Data, reference data from CONNEXOR and other sources, as well as bespoke data sets based on Regulatory Technical Standard (RTS) requirements, using the SoupBinTCP point-to-point network protocol.

Technical support for the SIX MDDX interface will be provided by the Local Support Centers of SIX Swiss Exchange. You find the contact details at the end of this message. Technical support for the SMF interface will be provided by the SIX Exfeed Customer Support. The business support remains with the respective account managers.

It is planned to conduct workshops in London, Zürich and Geneva mid of March. Separate invitations to each market data recipient will follow. During the meetings, we'll give you detailed information about the roadmap of the project as well as the scope of the SIX MDDX responsibilities of the SIX Swiss Exchange Local Support Centers.

For questions and feedback on the new SIX MDDX Interface Specification, please send your commentaries to the SIX Exfeed Customer Support.

Yours sincerely,

SIX Exfeed Ltd
Customer Support

---

For business related questions, e.g. data-content, -packages and entitlements:
SIX Exfeed Help Desk +41 58 399 2445 data-services@six-swiss-exchange.com

For technical questions, e.g. SCAP connectivity, operational issues, please contact your Local Support Center:
Geneva +41 58 399 5642 lsg@six-group.com
London +44 20 7864 4364 lsl@six-group.com
Zurich +41 58 399 2400 lsz@six-group.com